Collaborate
At WISE, we believe the biggest breakthroughs come from uniting leading researchers from dozens of disciplines.

Reach Out
Change requires many partners. We’re working with industry, government and the non-profit sector to create sustainable energy solutions.

Influence
Our research shapes public attitudes, informs energy policies and improves quality of life at home and around the globe.
TAP INTO SUSTAINABLE ENERGY EXPERTISE

Whether you’re simply looking to test a prototype you’ve developed or whether you’re interested in long-term research collaborations, we’ll help you make it happen.

TOP TALENT
» 90+ world-class faculty working in multidisciplinary teams
» Hundreds of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows

WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES
» State-of-the-art facilities with an impressive range of research and testing equipment

A PROFESSIONAL TEAM TO SMOOTH THE WAY
» The WISE team connects you with the right people and opportunities, and assists you at every stage of your project

A GLOBAL OUTLOOK
» Successful partnerships with multinationals and research organizations, with satellite campus and offices around the world

A CULTURE OF INNOVATION
» Waterloo ranks #1 in MacLean’s reputation survey for most innovative university in Canada
» Our IP Policy gives researchers the intellectual property rights to whatever they create, making it extraordinarily easy to do business at WISE

A COUNTRY GEARED TO BUSINESS
» Canada is rated #1 place to do business in the G7 according to The Economist Intelligence Unit 2009
» Canada’s economy has grown faster than any other G7 country over the last 10 years

200 University Avenue West
Waterloo ON Canada N2L 3G1

wise.uwaterloo.ca